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Investment review and
monitoring service
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Investors beware: all investments
are not the same
They differ in risk, volatility and
objective, making them potentially
unsuitable for your needs. The
graph to the right shows the
difference in performance between
the best and worst funds in the UK
All Companies Sector over just five
years. But don’t invest on the basis
of the graph … this is not advice.
It is unwise to buy investments
based on past performance
– it isn’t a guide to future
performance; fund managers
like these two, take very different
investment approaches, and the
capital value of investments and
the income generated can fall as
well as rise. Expert advice should
always be sought to best match
your investment goals and needs,
your tolerance for loss in the
short term – understanding the
real risks involved – and choose
appropriate investments.

Research shows that over the last five years, an astounding 55% of funds by
value have underperformed the average fund*. It therefore makes sound sense
to review your investments very regularly to make sure that they remain in
step with your needs. For many, however, the process can be perplexing, time
consuming and frustrating. We lighten the load by providing a free of charge, no
obligation comprehensive review of each of your existing investment holdings.
* Source: FE Analytics, UK All Companies Sector, to 31.01.2020

We detail the short, medium and long term performance over 1, 3, 5 and 7
years compared to funds of the same kind; yearly performance information
for each of the last five years; the annual management charges; and the
fund managers responsible for them and their investment approach. We also
include our views on whether to keep or switch a fund.
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Investment monitoring
If you become a client, all of the funds that you invest in are scrupulously
reviewed and monitored on a daily basis. If we see anything at all that might
adversely affect your returns, we don’t wait until our next meeting to let you
know; we get in touch straight away and give you our recommendation on
whether to switch funds or stay put. We won’t charge you anything if you decide
to switch, as the service is included in our annual fee.
Our ongoing service aims to provide above average returns by helping your
investments stay in step with market changes. We also provide you with daily
updated valuations of your investments through your own secure area on
our website, a quarterly valuation report, and performance information and
comparisons so that you can judge the quality of our advice.

The investment
committee
The ultimate responsibility for
ensuring that our clients’ money
achieves the best returns lies
with our investment committee.
Normally a feature of large, single
focus firms such as stockbrokers,
its role is to assess and approve
selection of the specialist funds
that we invest in on our clients’
behalf and oversee ongoing fund
monitoring.
The committee is made up of three
independent financial advisers
and three analysts. Members
exchange information on funds
and client portfolios, and identify
any areas that would benefit from
adjustment or further insight. They
also assess the suitability and risk
levels of every fund to make sure
that investments are in line with
each client’s risk tolerance and
goals, such as regular income and
capital growth.
The investment committee employs
a raft of ongoing strategies for
selecting and monitoring fund
managers and funds, such as
vigorous risk rating, monthly
fund performance comparisons
and regular meetings with fund
managers and fund providers. In
our opinion, a successful fund is
determined almost entirely by the
fund manager and we apply an
extensive and detailed process for
selecting them, including analysing
the performance of all the funds
they have managed and assessing
their investment approach.

Austen Robilliard, head of investments,
has an honours degree in Economics and
Finance and holds Investment Management
Certificate, Certificate in Securities and
Investment Advice Diploma.

Tony Dunne, director and chartered
financial planner, holds Advanced Diploma
in Financial Planning, Certificate in
Lifetime Mortgage Activities, Certificate in
Long Term Care Insurance, and Chartered
Financial Planner and Associate of the
Personal Finance Society accreditations.

Derek White, director and chartered
financial planner, holds Chartered
Financial Planner, Member of the
Personal Finance Society and Chartered
Insurance Institute accreditations.

Chris Birch, managing director and
chartered financial planner, has an
honours degree in Financial Services
and holds Associate of the Personal
Finance Society and Chartered Financial
Planner accreditations, Advanced Diploma
in Financial Planning and Investment
Management Certificate.

Information and updates

Benefiting from
our website
www.murdochasset.co.uk

The website has full information about the company, our commitment and our
team as well as clients’ opinions of us. You can find out about our approach to
investments, our investment and pension monitoring services, and details of
how we can help you with inheritance tax planning. You can also read on-line
versions of our regular newsletter and industry and company updates.

Secure client information
You can log in to your own secure area on our website to see full, daily updated
information on your investments and to accept our switch recommendations.
You can also view reports on past performance, portfolio valuation by plan
category, individual valuations of your ISAs, bonds and pensions, and a detailed
summary report.
Valuation of ISAs, for example, will show the current value, commencement
date, total paid and total withdrawn along with an analysis of your investments
by sector including comprehensive details on every fund. The summary report,
as another example, shows the sectors your investments are in, how much
you have invested in each and what percentage they make up of your total
portfolio. On each report, you can click on an individual fund if you want detailed
information, including its size, type, current price and manager information.
Historic weekly valuations are also stored so you can trace your progress. All of
the reports are available as PDFs, which you can save to your own files or print.

Our website is a rich
source of information
and news, and gives
clients secure access
to a wealth of up-todate reports on their
investments.
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